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The Cloud Foosball Table is an

industrial-strength foosball table that

brings interactive, real-time gaming

to shared outdoor spaces. Exclusively

manufactured by Tait, this

custom-designed Foosball Table is

designed to be robust, all-weather

and vandal proof.

- Residential Orders: 8 - 10 weeks + Delivery

- Commercial Order (based on quantity): 10 - 12

weeks + Delivery

- For orders outside Australia, please contact

international@madebytait.com.au

The Cloud Foosball Table brings interactive, real-time

gaming to shared outdoor spaces. Exclusively manufactured

by Tait, this custom-designed Foosball Table is designed to

be robust, all-weather and vandal proof.

Believed to be the first of its kind anywhere in the world,

the Cloud Foosball Table is designed for hospitality

situations such as beer gardens, public contexts including

playgrounds and shared community spaces, as well as

corporate outdoor areas.

Designer Tim Collins of Cloud Studio has developed the

product to offer a lasting appeal – making it both fun to

use, and built to survive the elements.

Ticking all of the boxes for a Foosball Table for public use,

the Cloud Foosball Table made by Tait is durable, safe,

stable and very easy to use. It also comes with plenty of

extra balls for when they inevitably go astray.

Outside or in, the Cloud Foosball Table slides effortlessly

into any social situation be it home, work or recreation and

is revered by architects and designers alike for its ability to

speak to a range of residential and commercial contexts.

The Cloud Commercial Outdoor Foosball Table provides the

assurance of genuine local manufacture using sustainable

methodologies, quality craftsmanship supported with a

manufacturer guarantee and product longevity.

Spanning commercial to residential and hospitality to

corporate applications, the Cloud All-Weather Foosball

Table is designed for outdoor use, though is equally at

home indoors.

Extras Notes:

●
6 spare balls are supplied with purchase

●
the Corten surface will continue to patina over time

●
1 year warranty on moving parts

All Tait pieces are made locally and come with a 5-year

warranty.

Tait’s original designs are protected under design registration

and copyright.

https://madebytait.com.au
https://www.cloudmelbourne.com/
http://madebytait.com.au/about/
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Available Finishes
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POWDER COAT

TEXTURED POWDER COAT COLOURS

Core Ten

Textured

https://madebytait.com.au


Cloud Foosball Table Dimensions
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1400mm
 W

800mm
 D

900mm
 H

86.5in W x 34.25in D x 26.5in. H

Weight: 145kg

https://madebytait.com.au


How to care for your

Cloud Foosball Table
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GENERAL CARE

The holy grail of outdoor furniture manufacturing is finding those mystical materials that neither weather nor fade under the extreme conditions of the great Australian outdoors. At Tait, we will

not rest in our quest to find them, but in the meantime, we will keep on using the most premium materials we have at our disposal and tell you how to keep them at their best.

Here at Tait, our purpose is simple. To make beautiful outdoor furniture that’s designed to last – at least – a lifetime. Our craft is combining high-performance materials, robust and durable

enough to withstand the diverse Australian elements, with timeless, cutting-edge design in order to elevate the outdoor experience.

Put simply, Tait is where handmade, high-end design meets down-to-earth performance.

Like owning a luxury car, some TLC on your part will keep your Tait pieces ship shape, allowing them to weather and age gracefully over the seasons. The frequency of maintenance will vary

depending on your personal standards and requirements as well as the environment in which the products live.

Careless handling, treatment or misuse of our products can result in damage and is not covered under our manufacturer’s warranty. Please refer to the materials and finishes relevant to your

product as outlined.

EXCLUSIONS

The warranty does not cover damage from mishandling, misuse, physical or chemical abuse, by not following proper care and maintenance instructions, accidental damage, damage from

chipping, cracking, impact damage or breaking due to customer abuse.

• The warranty does not cover fading or natural ageing of the timber, non-structural defects in the timber, naturally occurring timber features, surface and end checking, or lack of maintenance

leading to an acceleration of any of these issues.

• The warranty does not cover corrosion originating from scratches or abrasions that result from general wear and tear and which cannot be removed via standard cleaning and maintenance

processes.

• The warranty does not cover any occurrence of any detritus, organic or man-made matter settling on the product surface. The warranty excludes buildup of mineral deposits leaching from soils

and fertilisers, should it occur on Tait’s planters. Nor does this warranty cover any product corrosion directly caused by aforementioned matter.

• The warranty does not cover minor corrosion spots at the weld joins: under table tops, bases and seat frames. These do not affect the structural integrity of the product and are a natural

outcome of the material used.

• The warranty does not cover the corrosion of steel furniture and parts, including stainless steel, as a result of direct use in harsh seafront locations or in a confined, chlorinated environment.

• The warranty does not cover product damage caused by the build-up of mould due to environmental factors such as wet weather, damp and humidity

• The warranty does not apply to normal wear and tear or natural fading of the materials used.

• The warranty does not apply to any variances in colour, shade or gloss level of finishes, stone tops and timbers.

• The warranty does not cover products that the customer decides they do not like following delivery, including to colour, fabric, timber or other opinions based on personal preference.

• Tait shall not be liable for, and specifically excludes, any claims caused directly or indirectly by any event or matter beyond its control, including incidental, consequential or contingent damages

suffered as a result of the use of the furniture or a breach of this warranty either written or implied.

• All products purchased at a sale price are subject to the specific warranty conditions outlined on sale invoice.

• The warranty does not cover transportation costs for replacement parts and products or labour costs for repair. These costs may be charged at our discretion.

• The warranty does not cover goods which have been held in storage for any period. This is due to the potential impact of environmental extremities which may be present within certain

storage facilities.

Please note: Tait cannot provide product refurbishment requests or non-urgent warranties during the period of October 1st – January 30th.

The above Tait warranty terms are accepted by the customer and end-user upon order and supply.

SUITABLE FOR FEATURES

OUTDOORS HIGH UV MADE IN

AUSTRALIA

RECYCLABLE

MATERIALS

5 YEAR

WARRANTY
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